Read It!

This page enables you to browse all of the available support documentation related to the Read It! interface.

Here you'll find help, FAQs, training and promotional resources for Read It!

- **Read It! User Guide**
  - Read It! Advanced Searching
  - Read It! Basic Searching
  - Read It! Browsing by Category
  - Read It! Browsing by Subject
  - Read It! Browsing Journals
  - Read It! Browsing Publications
  - Read It! Reading an ELL Article
  - Read It! Read Out Loud (Text to Speech)
  - Read It! Result List

- **Read It! Training & Promotion**
  - Read It! Promotion Kit
  - Read It! Scavenger Hunt
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• Read It! Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

This guide compiles a list of frequently asked questions about Read It!

◦ What are the Read It! Comprehension Tests?
◦ Read It! and Course Crafters
◦ How do I create a direct link to Read It! from my library website?
◦ What are Read It! ELL Articles?
◦ Why did EBSCO rename English Language Learner Reference Center?
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• Read It! Educator Resources

This guide includes resources for educators using Read It! in middle school or high school classrooms.

◦ Read It! Alignment with Common Core State Standards
◦ Read It! Research Guides
◦ Read It! Student Worksheets
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